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10 years of Antenna Systems Excellence

Application
areas
Microwaves in the battle
against cancer
Increasing capacity of
future wireless networks
Antennas on cars –
for safer and greener traffic
User studies of mobile
phone performance
Secure baby food with
microwave sensor systems
Advanced antennas for
satellite communication
Exploring new technologies
for THz applications
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10 years of
achievements
with Chase

T

inclusion of new member companies and new
research projects.
Chase has been periodically evaluated over
the years, also by international scientific experts. The reviews have been consistently very
positive. The aspects highlighted include the
researchers’ international contacts, which are
crucial to ensure a high international standard
and also benefit the member companies. Microwave antenna system technologies advance at
an extremely high rate, and it is necessary for
industry to keep in close contact with leading
research and maintain good awareness of how
the market evolves, especially in wireless communications.

he use of antennas and antenna
system technologies is increasing considerably in both traditional industries
such as space and telecommunications, and in other areas such as the automotive
industry, biomedical engineering and sensors for
countless different applications.
The launch of Chase was thus very timely.
Chase stands for “Chalmers Antenna Systems
VINN Excellence Centre” and is a research
centre that is funded by Vinnova and focuses
on antennas and antenna systems in the microwave range. For the past 10 years Chalmers’
researchers have collaborated with approximately 25 industrial partners, SP, KTH and the
public authority Västra Götalandsregionen with
the objective to offer world-leading antenna
technologies and thereby strengthening the
industry’s competitiveness and contribution to
a sustainable society. The research projects have
been defined on the basis of the long-term needs
of the partners, and the centre’s structure and
organisation have proved to be very successful
in fostering an open collaboration culture
with frequent interaction between the Chase
partners.

As we celebrate the 10th anniversary of Chase,
it is with pride that I note that both Vinnova and
the partner companies want to see a continuation of this collaboration. I would like to take
this opportunity to honour and acknowledge
Professor Per-Simon Kildal, who was the main
driver of the application for Chase and an important contributor to its success.
Now, it is with confidence that I hand over
the torch to Professor Erik Ström, to take the
operations forward for another five years within
ChaseOn.

Close collaboration and knowledge exchange
have been key factors in the success of Chase.
Our industry partners have direct contact with
scientific excellence and can therefore operate
at the forefront of technology with new and outstanding products. Meanwhile, the researchers
gain important insight into and understanding
of the driving forces in industry, which is valuable when defining new research projects. Our
experience during these 10 years also clearly
shows that our organisational structure strongly
promotes development of the centre and enables

Staffan Sjödin
Director of Chase
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The Chase
is On

C

hase has achieved great progress
during the past 10 years. However,
we are not done. New challenges
have emerged that require urgent
advances in antenna systems for communications, sensing and medical applications. The
societal challenges are well known: health, food,
energy, environment, social inequalities and
security. Promising solutions to address these
challenges include systems based on advanced
wireless technologies, i.e., technologies that
require antenna systems. Unfortunately, today’s antenna systems do not always provide
sufficiently high performance or are too costly
or otherwise unsustainable from an energy or
resource perspective.

for wireless technologies. We intend to harness
this advantage.

The core of Chase, together with a number of
new partners, will therefore continue to collaborate in the new Vinnova Competence Centre
called ChaseOn. The research programme will
tackle challenges in communications, sensor
systems, and health care. Cooperation over project boundaries will enable cross-fertilisation of
ideas from different application areas and reuse
of basic technologies and knowhow. ChaseOn is
designed to complement and profit from other
research and innovation initiatives. In particular, we are delighted that our sister centre, GHz
Centre, was also awarded funding by Vinnova
for another 5 years. We will intensify our collaboration with GHz Centre to facilitate joint
work on microwave electronics (GHz Centre)
and antenna systems (ChaseOn). Efficient use
of higher frequency bands is crucial, as lower
frequency bands are rapidly becoming congested. This is an area of dramatically growing
importance. ChaseOn and GHz Centre are
uniquely positioned to jointly form the future

Erik Ström
Main Applicant ChaseOn

ChaseOn is built on collaboration. Together
we – universities, industry and the public sector
– will build expertise and enhance our competitiveness to survive and thrive in an extremely
competitive globalised market. Ten years of
Chase have given us an excellent starting position. We are very happy and eager to embark on
a new five-year journey to explore and expand
the frontiers of antenna systems.
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Unique
collaboration
Imagine a collaboration in which two
organisations move between each
other’s activities over a period of 10
years. It creates trust, and a sense of
belonging. Mikael Coldrey, Giuseppe
Durisi and Jingya Li all agree: what
Chase has created is unique.
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“I

“And for Ericsson it’s
important to gain ideas
from young, sharp brains
that see things in new
ways.”

t’s of course extremely important for your
motivation to receive confirmation from a
company that the research you are conducting is interesting and relevant. That is
something I didn’t have back in the days when
I was a PhD student at Chalmers. You wholeheartedly devoted thousands of hours to something you weren’t sure was useful,” says Coldrey.
He is a master researcher at Ericsson, and
through Chase he has worked with several Chalmers researchers right from the start 10 years
ago. One of them is Giuseppe Durisi, Associate
Professor in Information Theory. They have
worked together for three years in the Chase
project called Multi-Antenna Technologies for
Wireless Access and Backhaul (MATWAB), of
which Durisi is the project leader. In this project,
they are researching two of the most talkedabout technologies for wireless communication:
heterogeneous networks, which are designed
to provide better coverage at high data speeds
while also being more energy efficient than
today’s mobile networks, and MIMO (multiple
input-multiple output), which is designed to
improve transfer speed in radio links by connecting several antennas together. Chase has
involved several doctoral students within the
framework of the project. One of them is Jingya
Li, who defended her doctoral thesis in 2015 and
is now employed at Ericsson.
On a Thursday in October, Li is sitting around
a table with Coldrey and Durisi in Ericsson’s
premises at Lindholmen to talk about the Chase
collaboration. And she is quick to agree with
what Coldrey says.
“I find it more inspiring to work on problems
that other people are also interested in. And the
feedback I received from Ericsson during my
doctoral student days was incredibly valuable,”

Mikael Coldrey
Master Researcher at Ericsson

she says.
“Within research you constantly come across
situations in which you have to choose a path.
That’s why it’s valuable to get guidance so that
you can feel secure in your choices,” adds Coldrey, and continues:
“And for Ericsson it’s important to gain ideas
from young, sharp brains that see things in new
ways,” he explains. “The ideas are not always
immediately usable for us, but through collaboration they may be realised in future products.”

M

ikael Coldrey is also an Adjunct
Associate Professor at Chalmers
and is currently supervising three
doctoral students in Chase. Similarly, Giuseppe Durisi has an office at Ericsson.
“We meet at least once a week,” says Coldrey. “Either at Chalmers or at Ericsson. It’s an
advantage that Giuseppe can also sit with us; it
means that he doesn’t just meet me, but also my
colleagues who work within the same field.”
“Yes, that’s an important aspect,” says Durisi.
“The fact that we have access to each other’s
workplaces makes our collaboration much
broader than initially intended. There’s a lot
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Giuseppe Durisi
Associate Professor in Information Theory
at Chalmers

Mikael Coldrey
Master Researcher at Ericsson

going on in close connection to the project that
is interesting to us in Chase.”
The coffee breaks are important – all three
agree on that.
“It’s important to meet, talk to people and get
to know them. In that way, Chase has opened
doors,” explains Durisi.

“It’s a strong word, but trust is important. And
it takes time to build up.”
“That’s what makes Chase unique,” says Coldrey. “In other projects you meet for a few hours
three, four times a year, and then you go home
and do your own work. Here, we meet continually and know who’s doing what and who to turn
to with a specific question. It spreads ripples on
the water and naturally paves the way for new
collaborations.”

A

fter 10 years with Chase, it is evident that the concept of a research
centre fosters successful collaboration, by mutual agreements on
confidentiality, IPR and clear frameworks. But
how close is the collaboration? Has the “mineyours” perspective disappeared?
“I am involved in many different collaborative
projects, but when it comes to Chase I definitely
feel that we’re in the same boat,” says Coldrey.
“There is obviously a difference between what
Chalmers and Ericsson want to gain from the
projects, but the differences are precisely what
make us good together. We complement each
other,” says Durisi.
Is friendship important when people work
together?

I

n ChaseOn, the MANTUA project will
focus on the challenges associated with
antenna systems that are compatible with
5G and high frequencies. Although without
Jingya Li. However, she will not be far away, as
she will participate in another ChaseOn project,
which is focused on vehicular communication.
“I’m continuing to work together with people
at Chalmers who I have known well since my
doctoral student days. Which makes it so much
easier; I know their way of thinking and how
they work,” concludes Li. •
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“I’m continuing to work
together with people
at Chalmers who I have
known well since my
doctoral student days.
Which makes it so much
easier; I know their way
of thinking and how
they work.”
Jingya Li
Experienced Researcher at Ericsson
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What do the
international
evaluators say?
A unique combination of academic
excellence and close collaborations with
industry, grouped under the same roof at
Chalmers, with the addition of research
that is not just important to partner
companies but to society as a whole.

Summarising Chase
10 years of operations

280
Journal
papers

693

122
Master
theses

31

Conference
papers

Licentiate
theses

38

Chase
seminars

22

28

PhD
theses

Partners in
Chase

100
000

Research grants
enabled by Chase
(kSEK)
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“The research has
established collaborations
between organisations
throughout the country.
That is one of Chase’s
foremost strengths.”

hat is a summary issued by the Chase
International Scientific Advisory
Board when the activities were evaluated in November 2015. The overall
evaluation statement was:
Chalmers’ laboratories and Swedish industry –
both very active in RF research and engineering
– are in an excellent position to retain and reinforce their long-term strong position in antenna
design, RF components and system engineering,
as well as in related application areas in communications and sensor systems.
The successes are the result of the unique cooperation between university-based and industry-based researchers that fosters the mobility
of ideas and generates innovation. This is the
opinion of Werner Wiesbeck, Professor at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany and one of the four prominent members
of the Chase International Scientific Advisory
Board.
“The cooperation works well seeing as everyone – doctoral students, professors, universities
and industry – significantly benefit from it. The
research topics for the doctoral students are of
great interest and are closely related to employment opportunities. The professors increase their
reputation, and industry gains access to science,
products and engineers,” says Werner Wiesbeck.
A further key to the successes of Chase is that
the research projects affect society as a whole.
“The research has established collaborations
between organisations throughout the country.
That is one of Chase’s foremost strengths.”
The Scientific Advisory Board rates all Chase
projects as being of a high international standard and rates two of them as being world leading in their field. The council also states that the
level of productivity has been high. Publications

Werner Wiesbeck
Professor and Distinguished Senior Fellow at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany

include numerous articles in scientific journals
and international referee-reviewed conference
contributions. In addition, 22 doctoral theses
and 31 licentiate theses have been written and
122 master theses have been presented.

F

urthermore, international recognition
has not been slow in coming. For example, researchers at Chase have been
granted an advanced ERC (European
Research Council) grant – European multi-year
financing of research talent with leadership potential – and have received several invitations to
make keynote presentations at conferences.
“Chase has had a very good level of international visibility through the researchers’
collaborations, participation in conferences and
inclusion in scientific journals. The visibility is
very positive when the presented results are of
international scientific standard,” says Werner
Wiesbeck. •
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Designing the
best car antenna
The global car fleet is rapidly becoming
increasingly connected – which puts
high demands on stable, robust
communication. This will mainly be
ensured by the antennas of tomorrow.
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“This exchange between
Volvo and universities
is perhaps the most
important of all.”

f you are at home watching a film and the
TV picture suddenly freezes, it’s probably
not a disaster. But in the future, if you
are driving towards a junction, in which
a cloud-based automated driving application
optimally guides you and other vehicles through
the junction at full speed – well, in that situation
communication must always work,” says Mikael
Nilsson at Volvo Cars.
Of course, it will be a while before this becomes a reality, but other new communication
applications are already being developed that
demand a very high level of reliability.
Volvo’s Road Friction Information is one
example. The idea is that cars ahead share information about road conditions to nearby vehicles
through the cloud, for example about icy or
slippery conditions, which is intended to make
the surrounding cars to take precautions in time.
In such circumstances, a stable link can mean
the difference between life and death. The same
applies to E-call, the service for automatic electronic emergency calls from cars to emergency
call centres that will become standard in all new
cars in Europe by 2018.
What happens if a car flips over and the antenna on the roof breaks?
“Within Chase we have examined various
concepts for how to best position antennas on
cars,” says Nilsson.
The aim has also been to develop the antennas of tomorrow.
“You can build better receivers, switch to better cables between the antenna and the receiver,
but that is much more expensive than building
better antennas. They will be the most crucial
element that affects the performance of the
communications system.”
Within ChaseOn, Volvo aims at developing an

Mikael Nilsson
Technical Expert Wireless
Communication at Volvo Cars

antenna concept that supports new 5G technology. It requires higher frequencies, which in turn
demands more of the antenna’s performance
and position.
“We also plan to develop antennas that are
compatible with cars made of materials such as
carbon fibre and plastic, which lack a ground
plane.”

F

or Volvo Cars, the Chase collaboration has also had what Mikael Nilsson
describes as “softer values”.
“It is important for us to be part of
research hubs, to be visible in these contexts,
for instance at conferences around the world at
which Chalmers’ researchers participate. It gives
us a good reputation and spark enquiries about
new projects and collaborations. This exchange
between Volvo and universities is perhaps the
most important of all.” •
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Discussing antenna gains
Keerthi Nagalapur, PhD student
at Chalmers and Mikael Nilsson,
Technical Expert Volvo Cars.
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“You can build better
receivers, switch to better
cables between the
antenna and the receiver,
but that is much more
expensive than building
better antennas.”
Mikael Nilsson
Technical Expert Wireless
Communication at Volvo Cars
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A true
success story
For a long time, Bluetest had the best
product in the world on an uninterested
market. But then the company joined
Chase, and everything changed. Suddenly
they were members of the same network
as several major potential clients.

Handling wireless complexity
Bluetest’s test systems help companies
develop wireless devices with the best
radio performance. Product manager
Klas Arvidsson prepares the reference
antenna for a calibration measurement
in Bluetest’s largest chamber.
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“You could say that
Chase has given us client
contacts, technology and
good students.”

n the mobile phone industry the standard
procedure for many years was to test the
signal transmission of mobile phones in
large echo-free rooms. The technique was
old, tried and tested, and was excellent for measuring large antennas high up in the air. But was
it right for measuring mobile phones, these small
gadgets that had become a self-evident addition
to everyone’s pockets? After all, they are used in
environments where disruptions and reflections
are more the rule than the exception.
Around the turn of the new millennium,
Chalmers Professor Per-Simon Kildal had an
idea that mobile phones should be tested in a
chamber that is the total opposite of an echofree room. Few people believed in this idea, and
his hopes of receiving research funding were
dashed. So on his own he established a company called Bluetest and started developing the
technology with just one doctoral student by his
side. The result was a chamber barely larger than
a refrigerator that proved to be excellent. It was
quicker, smaller and cheaper than existing technology – so, surely the mobile phone companies
should have been lining up to buy it? No.
“Companies buy what is very familiar and
secure. That’s what is so difficult about selling
new technology,” explains Mats Andersson, who
was recruited to the position of CEO at Bluetest
in 2006.
“I had been working with marketing in the industry for 20 years and thought that the technology sounded exciting; it should be able to make
a market breakthrough.”
At that time, it was difficult to get the technology accepted, and Bluetest didn’t really get
off the ground. They sold two or three chambers
to research departments and they had no real
office.

Mats Andersson
Vice President of Business Development
and Sales (EMEA) at Bluetest AB

“Naturally, it doesn’t make a tremendously
solid impression when the major mobile phone
manufacturers come to visit.”

M

ats Andersson ensured that the
business relocated to premises of
its own at Lindholmen and started
serious marketing work. At a
conference in Nice in 2006, a delegate expressed
an interest: an engineer from one of the major
Japanese mobile phone operators sent over a
number of mobile phones that had already been
measured in traditional echo-free rooms. They
asked to “measure these and prove that you
obtain the same performance readings.” And
Bluetest passed the test.
In addition, Bluetest joined Chase at around
that time.
“That was great for us as a small company.
We got to meet companies such as Ericsson and
Sony Ericsson and others who later became
our clients. They learned about the technology
through the collaboration. It was incredibly
valuable from a business perspective.”
It is difficult to say how much it has meant,
but since then Bluetest has increased its sales
from SEK 2 million to SEK 90 million.
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Measuring the radio performance of a tablet
A typical test setup: the reference antenna to the
left and the device to be tested located in a low loss
holder to the right.

Global company with headquarters at Lindholmen
Bluetest CEO Kjell Olovsson (left) and Vice President of
Business Development and Sales (EMEA) Mats Andersson
(right) demonstrates the latest test chamber models.

“Through Chase we received feedback on
what was interesting, a good specification of
requirements from clients – particularly from
Sony Ericsson. The fact that Bluetest now has a
world-leading position in measuring transmission speed is interlinked with a degree project
that was conducted in Chase together with
them.”
“You could say that Chase has given us client
contacts, technology and good students,” says
Andersson, who left the post of CEO and now
works with the company’s marketing.

a major Korean mobile phone manufacturer
that Bluetest would be the first company in the
world to measure 4G. And they were.

T

oday Bluetest is a world leader and
sells test chambers to all major mobile
phone manufacturers. But technology
changes rapidly, and the focus is no
longer solely on mobile phones. The Internet of
Things requires the measurement of everything
from cars and washing machines to wireless
headphones. At their premises at Lindholmen,
Olovsson and Andersson demonstrate the latest
test chamber models, both small and large in
size. Yes, the key is to stay on your toes; the
next generation of technology is just around the
corner.
“In ChaseOn we are participating in a 5G
group alongside Ericsson and a few other companies. The motivation for participation is the
same: to create contacts, understand the specification of requirements and try to adapt it to our
technology,” says Olovsson. •

B

y 2008 the word had spread in Japan,
and Bluetest had about 10 major
clients.
“You must have at least one
successful client case in order to make progress,” says Kjell Olovsson, the current CEO of
Bluetest.
He joined the company in 2009, and on one
of his first sales trips that he and Mats Andersson embarked on in Asia, they promised
18
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Measuring the wireless performance
Is this tablet designed with the best wireless
performance in mind? We will soon find out.
Software engineer Chenshun Tang demonstrates
the test chamber and its interface options.
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Two centres
together meet
the entire need
Today’s wireless communications
systems have practically reached
their maximum capacity. The next
step, towards a terabit level, requires new technology. At Chalmers,
a unique Massive MIMO testing
environment is being built,
a project in which Ericsson are
pleased to be involved.
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“When Chase continues in
ChaseOn, we will collect
measurement data in order
to test algorithms and to
provide insights into how
high-performance antenna
systems can be designed.”

n simple terms, future wireless communication requires two improvements: higher
frequency spectrum and new antenna
systems. Chalmers has the skills to achieve
both – organised through two research centres,
Chase and GigaHertz Centre, both funded by
Vinnova. Through collaboration in the project
MATE, they are jointly developing a test bed
for Massive MIMO antenna technology.
Björn Johannisson, research manager at
Ericsson, is impressed with how the project has
succeeded.
“It’s not always easy to create collaborative
projects of this kind. The researchers need to get
along, the partners have to find mutual interests,
and the practical parts needs to be addressed.
I’m impressed with how it has succeeded, and
we see a great value in our collaboration with
Chalmers,” he says.
MIMO, or “multiple input-multiple output”,
is a technology that improves transfer capacity
by adding a large number of antennas in both
transmitters and receivers, making it possible to
transmit multiple data streams simultaneously.
Future systems may involve hundreds, or even
thousands, of antennas.
“It means that you transmit several streams of
information that mix in the air and must then be
separated at the receiving end. We are currently
developing technology to handle this effectively,
but in the MATE project we also want to enable
higher frequencies, which adds to our challenge.
This requires collaboration because the signal
processing must be adapted to the properties of
the hardware.”
Chalmers and MATE are at the forefront of
the research, Johannisson claims.
“There are a number of test beds developed
at companies, but this is one of the first being

Björn Johannisson
Research Manager at Ericsson

created for high frequencies in an academic
environment. Which is important to us since the
academic research is more transparent, and we
want the technology to become globally acknowledged.”

T

o Ericsson, the technology is interesting for the next generation of
mobile systems, 5G. Massive MIMO
will, however, have a significantly
wider area of use than simply mobile phones –
everything from connected cars and production
environments in factories to small gadgets with
communication features. Within the MATE project, a rough draft of how it will work has been
drawn up, but many issues remain to be resolved
regarding the precise design of the technology.
“The test bed that is soon completed will be
an important platform for further work. When
Chase continues in ChaseOn, we will collect
measurement data in order to test algorithms
and to provide insights into how high-performance antenna systems can be designed,”
concludes Johannisson. •
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Hana’s
microwaves for
cancer treatment
She left the Czech Republic to do her
PhD studies at Chalmers. More than
10 years later Hana Dobšíček Trefná is
still here. As an Assistant Professor she
leads the Chase project titled Microwave
Hyperthermia for Cancer Treatment.
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“H

“We focus especially on
brain tumours in children,
and we are the first in the
world to do this.”

ave you ever microwaved a pizza?”
“Well.., yes?”
“Then you’ll know that it’s quite
easy to burn yourself on the tomatoes when eating it.”
Hana Dobšíček Trefná uses a metaphor to
describe one of the challenges she faces in her
research. Just like the tomato on the microwaved pizza, different tissues in the body heat
up differently when exposed to microwave
radiation.
“We need to make sure that we don’t heat up
the healthy tissue and risk damaging it.”
Hana and her fellow researchers are aiming
to warm up the sick part of the body, the cancer
tumour, to just over 40 degrees – repeatedly. The
treatment is not only toxic to the tumour itself,
it also makes the tumour more receptive to
chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
“If we could irradiate and heat simultaneously,
the result would be 2.5 times more efficient. But
today it’s not possible; instead you irradiate first
and an hour later you heat up the tumour. Even
so, it improves the effect by up to 50 percent.”
Hana explains that the technology is called
microwave hyperthermia (heating with microwaves) and is by no means a new technology. In
the 1970s many believed that it would solve the
problem of cancer.
“Biological studies showed it to be effective,
but the technology was still lacking. So biology
was for, while the technology was against,” she
says, laughing.
Microwave hyperthermia has now been used
for many years to treat cancer, including in the
Czech Republic, where Hana studied the subject
at the Czech Technical University in Prague as a
young graduate at the beginning of the millennium.
“We worked with superficial tumours with a
depth of no more than 3– 4 cm, usually in the
chest wall, neck or in the legs. The research was
about developing an antenna system which
ensured treatment of the entire tumour and not
just one part.”

Hana Dobšíček Trefná

Assistant Professor at Chalmers

A

t that time, in around 2005, there
was no hyperthermia research at
Chalmers, but Professor Mikael
Persson had decided to start a project and was looking for people with experience.
The candidate chosen was Hana Dobšíček Trefná,
who was offered a five-year doctoral student
position at Chalmers.
“At Chalmers, we aim to develop a technology
to treat severe, deep-seated tumours in the head
and neck region as well as in the brain. We focus
especially on brain tumours in children, and we
are the first in the world to do this.”
So how do you heat up a tumour deep
inside the brain without other tissues getting
damaged? By transmitting microwaves from a
number of antennas enclosing the relevant body
part, and thereby optimising both the precision
and the amount of heating. The challenge is to
aim correctly, and advanced calculation programs and equipment are being developed for
this purpose.
“We need to radiate at a higher frequency
than current systems to be able to focus more
precisely. The problem is that you then lose power. We want to be able to choose the frequency
that has the optimal focus point for the tumour
to be treated.”
The project has been run within the Chase
framework since 2006, and Hana says that it
is largely thanks to Chase that she has stayed
in Sweden. The plan from the start was for her
23
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Close collaboration with the hospital
Mikael Elam, Professor and Consultant in
Clinical Neurophysiology at Sahlgrenska
University Hospital is a main part of the project Strokefinder. Here, with Hana and the
microwave hyperthermia antenna system.
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Diagnosing the stroke
Another project, also in Chase, is about
stroke detection and diagnosis with a
microwave helmet, Strokefinder.
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Antenna detail
One of the antennas in the hyperthermia system.
The antennas have been developed in the project to
increase the control and precision of the treatment.

and her husband, who was a visiting researcher
at Chalmers during that time, to stay for a few
years and then go back to Czechia.
“But I realised that I would then have to
start all over again, to build a network and get
funding for my research. Here, all this has been
delivered through Chase.”

And that’s where the idea was born: could a
change in the brain be detected by microwaves?
Could they be used to quickly distinguish
whether a stroke is caused by a clot or bleeding?
Early diagnosis and proper treatment would
save the lives of many stroke victims.
“The idea was timely. I had just developed
my first hyperthermia antenna prototype and
needed to test it. So I bought a bicycle helmet,
drilled holes for antennas and made the measurements. And it worked. The group continued
with clinical trials, and the results have been
very promising.”
But, as mentioned, for Hana it is a side
project, albeit a successful one. Hyperthermia
comes first. What is it that makes it so much
fun?
“I don’t know…”
She laughs.
“...The thing with hyperthermia is that it can
cure cancer with a temperature just above a
fever. It is natural and without side effects.
Radiation therapy does basically the same as
hyperthermia but with ionising radiation, which
means that it does a lot of damage when passing
through the body. The same with chemotherapy:
it causes damage everywhere in the body. Developing a treatment that does not produce side
effects is really exciting.”
Actually, she originally had no plans of being

A

s a doctoral student she experienced not only great freedom in running the project; Chase also opened
doors. It was easy to find physicians
who wanted to cooperate when they heard that
Vinnova had guaranteed funding for 10 years.
“At Chalmers, it was also easy to initiate
collaborations. I remember holding a presentation in another department, and Chase was
mentioned in my slides. I didn’t think about it
then, but it attracted immediate attention and it
became easy to get people to listen.”
Another project (also in Chase) that Hana has
been somewhat involved in is the high profile
stroke helmet, Strokefinder. The project was
initiated 10 years ago, from the research of a
scientist in the group who studied if microwave
radiation from mobile phones affects the brain.
“It was not obvious whether the microwaves
affects the brain, but contrary the brain affects
how the microwaves are spread.”
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a scientist, or even going to university. In her
own words, she grew up in “a normal family” in
the country, in a small village outside of Pilsen
in communist-controlled Czechoslovakia. But
the village had a good school, so that “even the
dumbest in the class were stars during the first
years of high school.” She chose to study electrical engineering with economics – an education
that guaranteed you a job after high school.
“At the time I played chess, and at a tournament I saw a news article on a wall that read: ‘85
percent of all chess players continue to university’. So I thought – OK, I’ll probably continue
studying.”
She laughs again.
“In fourth grade at high school I eventually
applied to university – Biomedical Engineering.”
One course was about medical applications
of microwaves, and the subject has held her
interest ever since. She wrote her thesis on the
subject, and then ... Sweden.

“When I was a child, I cheered for Sweden
next after Czechia in ice hockey.”
She has always participated in sports. She
played in the top league of floor ball in Czechia
and a first division team in Sweden, in her “old
age”. But today she likes running. It is the most
convenient sport to combine with work and
children.
“I go home, spend some time with the children and put them to bed, and then I work for a
while. We don’t have a TV,” she says.
It takes a lot of effort to lead a project – including administration – and to provide supervision.
Last spring she set a personal record when she
supervised 15 students simultaneously.
“Over the years I have probably supervised a
total of 40–50 students.”
But the fact that she researches hyperthermia
may not be so strange after all. In a way, her
family was not quite so “normal”. Her father
was a technician, not university educated, but
successful, and during a time when travel was
forbidden in Czechoslovakia, he was allowed
to take his family to friendly countries such as
Argentina and Egypt to assist in the start-up
processes of various power plants.
“And Mum is a nurse, which means that I
have both engineering and medicine in me. Maybe I’m a combination of my mother and father,”
says Hana Dobšíček Trefná. •

W

hat does she like about this
country?
“The lifestyle is quite similar
to that in Czechia, and the forests
and nature, too. I love ice and snow very much.”
She lives with her husband and their two children in Rävlanda, a small community that she
says is the size of a city in Czechia.
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Gothenburg
is Sweden’s
space capital
Gothenburg is home to the largest
part of Sweden’s space industry.
There are primarily two reasons
for this: traditions in industry
and proximity to Chalmers. The
antenna research centre, Chase,
is thus based on a strong hub of
satellite competence.
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“You need a long-term
perspective when it comes
to research like this, and
that is exactly what we
have had in Chase.”

ith more than half of Sweden’s
space industry employees in
western Sweden and two-thirds
of Sweden’s total space industry
sales, it’s justified to call Gothenburg Sweden’s
space capital. To explain the success you have to
go back to the 1960s and 1970s when both Saab
and Ericsson initiated space-related business operations, according to Paul Häyhänen, General
Manager at RUAG Space.
“The close collaboration with Chalmers
started early on, and I would say that, in terms
of competence, the proximity to the university
has been critical to the success. Chalmers is our
main source for recruitment, both in terms of
technical ideas and workforce,” he says.
Chalmers offers industry expertise in the areas of microwave technology, computer engineering and antenna technology. The work in Chase
concerns the latter, to develop future antennas
for satellite communications.
“Our biggest advantage is that we can develop and test new systems, but other important
aspects are the dialogue and input of new ideas.
Within Chase we also collaborate with Ericsson
and KTH,” says Häyhänen and continues:
“It’s hard for a company to shoulder the
entire cost of developing new technologies. Instead, Chase pools recources from several partners and thus we obtain high-quality research
from a minor investment.”
RUAG’s collaboration within Chase concerns
developing future antennas for satellite communications. Just as in telecom, the driving force is
to gain more capacity at a lower cost. And there
is a good reason because the antennas in focus
within Chase – active electronically scanned
arrays (AESA) – are expensive. Very expensive.
The arrays consist of several hundreds of an-

Paul Häyhänen
Vice President at RUAG Space AB

tenna elements that are placed in an optimised
irregular sparse grid to be able to receive and
transmit signals in multiple directions.

F

or the past 10 years the project has
gradually developed a prototype in
which the antenna elements are designed in such a way that nine out of
ten elements are dispensable.
“You need a long-term perspective when it
comes to research like this, and that is exactly
what we have had in Chase. And now we get
the chance to take it all further for another five
years in ChaseOn,” explains Häyhänen.
Paul Häyhänen, who has also been the board
chairman of Chase for two periods of office, says
that Chase is quite a unique research centre. The
research has both breadth and depth that few
others can offer.
“Chase caters not only to several different
industries, but also focuses on solving a number of social challenges. Our range spans from
vehicle-to-vehicle communication, cancer
treatment and efficient mobile systems, to future
space communications. Within Chase we include
telecommunications, transport, life science, aerospace and basic research – it is fantastic.” •
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Partners of ChaseOn

Previous Partners of Chase
Ascom | Business Region Göteborg | Comhat | Ethertronics | Flextronics
Gapwaves | Micropos | Perlos | Rosemount Tank Radar | Sony Ericsson
StJude Medical | SWE-DISH | Telenor
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International scientific evaluations shows
performance of world-leading standard.
The Centre delivers real value in all output
categories, [of scientific, societal, industrial
and educational results], with exceptionally
good industrial transfer impact.
From the evaluation report of Chase

Thanks to Chase, small partner companies
can aim for development of strategic
importance in a time frame that is usually
not possible for small companies.
Medfield Diagnostics

The Chase consortium agreement made it
possible for Bluetest to enter Chase with
its protected background without risking any
commercial damage. This thereby enabled
exposure to the real-life problems of [the
other] partner companies.
Bluetest

The Microwave hyperthermia project in Chase
allows Elekta to keep up to date with leading
research in the field in order to evaluate the
future clinical and technical potential and to
be prepared when business opportunities arise.
Elekta

We are very pleased with the results of the
VINN Excellence Centres. We believe that
the collaboration between researchers from
industry and academia is very important for
the long term competitiveness of Sweden.
Tommy Schönberg, Vinnova

